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INTRODUCTION
The terra "response strength" implies that several properties
of behavior covary.

Each property is taken as a measure of

strength, but no one property is synonymous with this quality of
behavior.

The notion of response strength has appeared in the

literature since the early days of reflexology.

H e r m s t e i n and Boring

(1965) ascribed descriptions of the functional relationship between
stimulus intensity and the magnitude of a response to Uhytt (1751)
and Sechenov (1863). Sherrington (1906) discussed the latency and
amplitude of responding in relationship to the parameters of the
eliciting stimulus, the persistence of responding when the stimulus was
discontinued, and the resistance of a response to fatigue or
pharmacological intervention under repeated elicitation.

Pavlov

(1927) discussed the strength of conditional responses in terms of
latency, response amplitude, resistance to extinction, and resistance
to disruption in the presence of a novel stimulus.

Thorndike’s

(1911) Law of Effect had at its roots the "stamping-in" effect
of reward.

Pleasurable events acted to strengthen the connection

between a stimulus and a response, while noxious events acted to
weaken this connection.

Hull (1943) postulated a mathematico-

deductive model of "habit strength" based on the presence of
motivational factors called "drives".
act to reduce motivational levels.

In this formulation, rewards

Responses made to cues in the

presence of drives are learned if they are rewarded.

If they are not

rewarded, or if the level of motivation is not sufficient, the
tendency to repeat responses is weakened.
1
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In the field of operanc conditioning, reinforcement is defined
as the presentation of an event following a response which increases
the future probability, or rate, of the response.

It is often stated

that reinforcement increases the strength of the response.

Skinner

(1938) noted that there are two effects of reinforcement: one is the
immediate increase in response rate, the second is increased resis
tance to extinction with the use of additional reinforcers (the
reflex reserve).

Skinner noted, however, that these two measures,

response rate and resistance to extinction, are not well correlated,
and settled on response rate as his measure of response strength,
since it indicates a subject’s disposition to respond over a specified
period of time.

The lack of correlation between resonse rate and

resistance to extinction is exemplified in a study by Wilson (1954)
involving fixed-interval (FI) reinforcement schedules.

The author

trained different groups of rats at different FI values, and obtained
a decreasing monotonic function relating average response rate to
the length of the fixed-interval.

When the subjects were exposed

to an extinction procedure, a non-monotonic.relationship between
the mean number of responses during extinction and the FI schedule
employed during training was found: maximum responding was observed
at an FI value of one minute.
H e r m s t e i n (1970) and Nevin (1974, 1977) have discussed the
traditional measures of response strength at length.

Response rate,

latency, amplitude, and resistance to extinction have all failed to
gain general support because orderly data with quantitative and gen
eral significance have not been forthcoming (Hermstein, 1970).
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example, Nevin (1977) states that response rate cannot be interpreted
unambiguously in relation to the concept of strength.

Moderate

response rates may be maintained on interval schedules because they
selectively reinforce long inter-response times (IRTs).

In ratio

schedules , however, high response rates may be maintained because
they lead to higher average reinforcement rates.

Although the

strengthening effect of reinforcement presumably operates in the same
general way under all schedules, the strengthening and rate-shaping
effects cannot be easily disentangled.
Probability of responding in a trial procedure, according to
H e r m s t e i n (1970), appears to be a generally accepted measure of
response strength.
real.

This agreement, however, is more apparent than

H e r m s t e i n points to the methodological differences in derivation

of the probability measure as its downfall.

In some experiments,

for example, the changing probabilities of response are estimated
by the proporation of subjects engaged in responding at successive
points in training.

In other experiments, single subjects are the

basis for estimation of response probability by integrating data
across successive trials.
probability by the

Still another method involves estimating

proportion

of trials during which subjects show

the choice of a single alternative from among a restricted number of
alternatives.
The variety of measures of response strength and the methodo
logical confusion led H e r m s t e i n (1961, 1970, 1974) to an approach
which originally focused on the relative frequency of responding
as it related to the relative frequency of reinforcement.
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relationship is described by the equation:

Ri

Rl + R2 +

---------

+

R jj.

(equation 1)
where P^ represents the response rate for a given alternative _i and
R^ represents the rate of reinforcement associated with that alter
native.
H e r m s t e i n (1974) modified the original form of the equation
relating relative response rate to relative reinforcement rate on the
basis that ratios of responses and reinforcements can remain invariant
across changes in the absolute level of responding or reinforcement.
$

As such, the matching relation, as stated in equation 1, fails to make
explicit what might happen with changes in the influence of variables
external to the particular responses and reinforcements under obser
vation.

According to H e r m s t e i n (1974), the mass of evidence suggests

that the absolute rate of each response reflects the status of all
reinforcements acting at a given time on a given subject according
to the equation:
PX

k RX

i=o
(equation 2)
In equation 2, the constant _k represents individual differences in
asymptotic response rate.

The denominator refers to the sum of

all reinforcements in the environment.
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In order to ease description of the multiple schedule case,
equation 2 may be re-written into the more general form:

=

k R1_______
R-i

t

mR0 + R
(equation 3)

The terms employed in equation 3 are the same as those in
equation 2.

The term RQ represents all sources of reinforcement

not under experimental control.

For example, such reinforcement

might occur as the result of preening behavior in the pigeon, or
grooming in the rat, during the course of the experimental session.
The parameter m is an interaction term which reflects the degree to
which responding in one schedule component is affected by the rate
of reinforcement in the second component
schedule described by equation 3.
components is maximal,

of the two-component

If interaction between schedule

as might be expected with rapid component

alternations in multiple schedules (cf. Shimp & Wheatley, 1971),
m = 1.0.

If there is no interaction between schedule components,

m = 0.0.

For example, little Interaction might be expected with

wide t e m p o r a l spacing between schedule components.
One set of data which can be accounted for through a slight mod
ification of equation 3 (Hermstein, 1970) is that obtained by Nevin
(unpublished, cited in Hermst e i n , 1970; 1974, Exp. I).
pigeons and a three-component multiple schedule.

Nevin employed

Two of the components

were conventional variable-interval (VI) 1 min and VI 3 min schedules
correlated with red and green response-key illumination, respectively.
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The duration of each of these components was 60 seconds.

The stimulus

conditions in the third component may have been different between
the two experiments, or, possibly, H e r m s t e i n Ts description of the
procedure was in error and both experiments were the same.

In the

unpublished study, according to H e r m s t e i n , the entire chamber was
darkened for 30 sec between presentations of the two Vl-schedule
components-

In the 1974 study, the houselight remained illuminated

continuously throughout the session, and the response-key was darkened
for 30 sec between schedule components.

In K e v i n ’s (1974, Exp. I)

study, the order of presenation for the VI schedule components was
irregular,, with the restriction that there were no more than three
consecutive presentations of one color, and the colors appeared
equally often within a given session.
The independent variable was the rate of response-independent
food presentation during the dark-key (or blackout) period.

Each

of four levels of the independent variable (20, 60, ISO or 360
presentations per hour in the 1974 study) was presented for a variable
number of sessions, with baseline recovery sessions intervening.
(It is actually unclear from H e r m s t e i n ' s

(1970) description of

Kevin's unpublished study whether or not reinforcement during the
blackout was contingent upon responding.
was not.)

A good guess is that it

The observed results were in accordance with the following

equation for the VI 1 min component:
Px =

__________k 60
f 20 + * )

60 + n

2

J

-r

RQ
(equation 4)
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and for the VI 3 min component:
k 20
P2 -

20 + m

+

Rq
(equation 5)

The quantity 2C represents the independent variable, responseindependent food presentations per hour during the dark-key (black
out) period.

The response-independent food presentations are not

subsumed under R 0 since this term, by definition, refers to those
sources of reinforcement not under experimental control.

As the

value of x increases, the denominator of the equation grows larger,
resulting in smaller values of P-j_.

In other words, the more response-

independent food made available during the dark-key period, the less
responding for contingent food may be expected in the presence of the
stimuli associated with the schedule components.

Although H e r m s t e i n

(1970) criticized the methodology employed by Hevin (unpublished), it
was noted that with the parameters set at R0 = 3 reinforcements per hour,
m = 0.5, and fc: = 80 responses per min, the obtained data fit the
predictions except for one point (see H e r m s t e i n , 1970, Fig. 4).
Shimp (1974) has argued against Herrnstein’s formulation as an
adequate theory of response strength.

Nevin (1974, 1977) presents

an argument in a similar vein, although not specifically directed at
Ilermstein’s equation.

In both, the objection is that the role of the

distribution of reinforced IRTs in determining overall response rate
is neglected.

In other words, response rate still can not be inter

preted unambigously with respect to the concept of response strength.
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The mean rate of response is the reciprocal of the mean of the dis
tribution of IRTs which is determined by the distribution of rein
forcement for those IRTs.

The suggestion is that subjects distribute

time among different IRTs according to the frequency with which each
is reinforced relative to the others.

From this perspective, the

basic response unit includes the pause between successive responses
rather than the simple switch closure. The brunt of both authors’
arguments is that response rate is a conditionable dimension of
behavior.

That is, contingencies on response rate, schedules or

spurious can result in a biased dependent variable.
is supported by numerous studies

The contention

(cf. Anger, 1956, 1973; Blough,

1963; Blough and Blough, 1968, Malott and Cumming, 1965; Shimp, 1967,
1968; Staddon, 1968; Wilkie and Pear, 1972; and Williams, 1968).
Nevin (1974, Exp. V) provides a most convincing demonstration
of the effectiveness of contingencies on response rate, and offers
still another method for assessing the strength of a reinforced
operant (also see Nevin, 1977).

As in experiment I of Nevin’s (1974)

study, described above, a three-component multiple schedule was
employed.

Red and green key-light presentations, each of 60 sec

duration, were initially correlated with VI 1 min or VI 3 min schedules
of reinforcement (the subjects were the same as those used in
experiment I).

The schedule components alternated regularly, with

30-sec dark-key periods of intervening.

The dark-key periods were

correlated with extinction during the baseline phases of the experiment.
Nevin placed contingencies on the rate of response necessary
to collect reinforcement in tandem with the Vl-schedule requirements.
A differential-reinforcement-of-low-rate (DRL) contingency was placed
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in tandem with either the VI 1 min or VI 3 min schedule, and a
differential-reinforcement-of-high-rate (DRH) contingency was
placed in tandem with the other VI schedule.

In the DRL component,

once the VI timer had timed-out, only responses terminating IRTs
greater than three sec were reinforced.

Reinforcements not collected

at the end of this component were cancelled.

In the DRE component,

once the VI timer had timed-out, subjects were required to emit
three responses within three sec in order to collect a reinforcer.
There were no specific IRT requirements on these reponses.

In other

words, reinforcement was presented no matter what the particular
IRTs were, so long as three responses occurred before the three-sec
timer timed-out.

If the reinforcer were riot collected within this time

period, it was cancelled.
Only two values of the independent variable, rate of response« independent food presentation (60 or 360 per hour) were used in
experiment V, as opposed to the four levels used in experiment I of
Nevin’s (1974) study.

The first exposure to 60 response-independent

food presentations per hour lasted for 14 sessions. Thereafter,
response— independent food presentations were limited-to one session
(The obtained rates of reinforcement changed substantially under the
scheduled contingencies, and Nevin regarded the data from the longer
testing period as uninterpretable.).

Following the second test (360

response-independent food presentations per hour) , baselines were
recovered and then extinguished by withholding food reinforcement for
seven sessions.

The baseline conditions wore then reversed.

That

is, if the DRL contingency had been in tandem with the VI 1 min
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schedule, it was placed in tandem with the VI 3 min schedule, and
the DRH contingency was placed in tandem with the VI 1 min schedule
prior to the next series of test sessions.
The dependent variable in Nevin’s (1974, Exp. V) experiment
was relative response rate.

In this case, the observed rate of

response for each component during test sessions was expressed as
a proportion

of its associated baseline response rate.

The baseline

rate was established by averaging the data for each component across
the three sessions prior to each test session.

The data from Nevin ?s

(1974, Exp. V) study indicate that when contingencies on response
rate are the same (DRL or D R E ) , performances maintained b y VI 1 min
reinforcement are stronger (less changed from baseline) than those
maintained by VI 3 min reinforcement.

For at least two subjects, the

data also provide some suggestion that performances maintained under
the DRL contingency are stronger than performances maintained under
the DRH contingency.

However, because these results were not expected,

the experiment was not designed to isolate the effects of the DRL and
DRH contingencies.

Nevin suggested that to do so, it would be

best to arrange indentical reinforcement frequencies in conjunction
with different response rate contingencies in the two components of a
multiple schedule.

This arrangement would allow comparison of the

effects without the variability introduced by the intervals of nearly
three months which elapsed between comparisons in his study.

Never

theless, Nevin stated that his results, although permitting only weak
conclusions, in conjunction with those of others (Blackman, 1968),
indicate that high-rate requirements generate weaker performances
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than low-rate requirements.
The present experiment was designed to provide a systematic
replication of N e v i n ’s (1974, Exp. V) procedure.

In order to allow

the appropriate comparisons of the effects of high and low-rate
contingencies, as Nevin suggested, two subjects were exposed to a
Multiple VI 1 min, DRL/ VI 1 min, DRH condition, and two subjects
were exposed to the same differential rate contingencies in tandem
with VI 3 m in schedules of reinforcement.

In addition, four subjects

were exposed to the conditions used by Nevin (1974, Exp. V).
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METHOD
Subjects
Eight naive barren-hen White C a m e a u x pigeons, approximately
seven years old at the beginning of the study, served as subjects.
The birds were obtained from the Palmetto Pigeon Plant, Sumter, South
Carolina.

The subjects were maintained at 80%, + 5%, of their

free-feeding weights, and were allowed free access to grit and
water in their home cages throughout the experiment.
Apparatus
Three, two-key Lehigh Valley Electronics pigeon testing chambers
were used.

The intelligence panel in each chamber was approximately

32.5 cm square, with the removable floor in place.

The response

keys, translouscent panels behind 2.5 cm diameter holes, were located
23 cm from the bottom of the intelligence panel and 8.8 cm from
either edge.
to center.

The two keys were 16.5 cm apart, measured from center
The right key remained unilluminated and inoperative

throughout the experiment.

A minimum force of 0.2 N was required to

operate the key, which was transilluminated from behind by an
Industrial Electronics Incorporated one-plane .readout projector.
Kodak wratten filters were used to provide red and green stimuli.
Access to grain was through a 5 cm by 6 cm opening centered on the
intelligence panel 11 cm above the chamber floor.

The grain aperture

was illuminated by a General Electric # 1819 bulb whenever the feeder
was operated.

Chamber illumination was provided by a 7.5 watt General

Electric bulb centered on the intelligence panel 5.5 cm above the

12
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response keys.

The houselight remained illuminated throughout the

daily sessions.

White noise was provided through the use of a Grason-

Stadler, Model 901-B, white noise generator connected to a 7.5 cm
speaker located 13.5 cm from the chamber floor and 5 cm from the
right edge of the intelligence panel.
faced (State Systems
mini-computer.

The three chambers were inter

Inc .) with a ?DP 8-L (Digital Electronics Corp.)

Scheduling of stimulus events, reinforcement contin

gencies and data collection were accomplished through the use of SKED
software (State Systems Inc.).
Procedure

Magazine Training. During the first session, the subjects were
trained to eat from the food hopper.

Each bird was manually held in

position in front of the operated magazine until it ate for approxi
mately 3 sec, at which time the hopper was lowered for a period of
about 15 seconds.

This procedure

was repeated until the subject

ate from the magazine five times in succession.
closed and an automatic program started.

The chamber was then

The remainder of the

magazine training session consisted of 30 five-sec hopper presentations
which occurred on a Variable.Time (VT) 60 sec schedule.

The houselights

and white noise were both turned on during this training session, but
the response key remained unilluminated.
Keypeck Training. During the next three sessions, the subjects
were exposed to a non-differential autoshaping procedure.

In this

procedure, eight-sec presentations of either the red or the green
keylight were followed by five-sec response-independent food
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presentations.
schedule.

These events were scheduled to occur on a VT 1 min

The initial stimulus color for each of these sessions was

selected randomly.

Thereafter, the red and green stimuli alternated

regularly on a trial by trial basis until 40 food presentations had
been made.
Following the autoshaping procedure, the subjects were exposed
to a response -contingent
three sessions.

continuous-reinforcement schedule for

In this procedure, the session began with a 30-sec

dark-key period, following which the initial selection of the stimulus
color was random.

After this selection, the two colored stimuli alter

nated regularly with 30-sec dark-key periods intervening.

Once a

keylight was turned on, it remained illuminated until a response
was made and the five-sec food presentation terminated.

These sessions

ended following the presentation of the fortieth reinforcer.
Baseline Schedules. After the third session under the continuousreinforcement procedure, each subject was randomly assigned to one
of four conditions.

Two subjects were assigned to each of the con

ditions depicted in Table 1.

The Multiple Variable Interval/Variable

Interval (MULT VI/VI) values listed for subjects 1, 2, 5, and 6 are
similar to those employed b y Nevin (1974).

Those listed for the

remaining subjects are the additional conditions suggested by Nevin.
The interval values for the VI schedules were selected randomly with
in each session from independent arithmetic series associated with
each stimulus condition.
was 60 seconds.

The duration for each VI schedule component

As in the previous procedure, the selection of the

initial stimulus color was random following the first dark-key
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Table I

Arran generic of the Variable-interval
schedules in the multiple-schedule
components of the present experiment.
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TABLE

I

1
Stimulus

|
RED (DRL)

GREEK (DRH)

1, 2

VI

1 min.

VI

3 min.

3, 4

VI

3 min.

VI

3 min.

5, 6

VI

3 min.

VI

X

7, 8

VI

1 min.

VI

1 min.

i
Subject

min.
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period.

Thereafter, the VI schedule components alternated regularly

with 30-sec dark-key periods intervening.

Sessions terminated

following the forieth VI schedule component.
Contingencies on the rate of response necessary to collect
a scheduled reinforcer were introduced in the forty-sixth session.
Figure 1 is a State Diagram (Snapper, Knapp and Kushner, 1970) of the
terminal baseline procedure.

A state (S#) is defined b y the stimulus

conditions and response contingencies active at a given moment in the
experimental environment.

Requirements for transition from one state

to another appear on the transition vectors (arrows) along with any
stimulus changes correlated with the transition requirement.
set (S.S. #.)

A state

represents a collection of conditions which describe

all, or a portion of, the experimental procedure.

In Figure 1, parallel

state sets are used to describe the stimulus conditions (S.S. 1) and
their associated reinforcement contingencies (S.S. 2 and S.S. 3). As
the term implies, operations in parallel state sets are usually, but
not always, dependent upon conditions in other state sets.

In order to

synchronize the operations in parallel state sets, Z pulses are used.
For example, when the red stimulus is turned on (S3 of S.S. 1), a Z1
is produced as an output.

The Z1 is used as an input signal to activate

S.S. 2, which controls the contingencies of reinforcement associated with
the red keylight.

Similarly, another Z1 is output, when the component

duration timer associated with the red stimulus times-cut, which
de-activates S.S. 2. State Set 3 is active when the green stimulus
is turned on (S4 of S.S. 1), and S.S. 4 shows that the session is
terminated following the fortieth schedule component presentation.
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Figure 1:

State diagram of the terminal baseline
procedure.
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The red and green stimulus conditions were each correlated
with a different tandem schedule of reinforcement.

In a tandem

schedule, two contingencies must be met successively in order to
collect a schedule reinforcer.

No stimulus changes are differentially

correlated with the different components of the reinforcement
schedule in a tandem arrangement.

In the present procedure, two tandem

schedules of reinforcement alternated regularly with 30-sec dark-key
periods intervening.

Throughout the baseline phase of the procedure,

the dark-key was correlated with extinction (EXT).

The arrangement

of conditions in the present experiment might be called a MultiplePacing Schedule of reinforcement.
The contingencies which were in effect in the presence of the
red stimulus (S3 of S.S. 1) are described in S.S. 2.

When the red

stimulus was turned on, a VI timer associated with that component
(S3) began timing.

After the interval had timed-out (S4) , the subject

was required to emit one response, wait at least three sec (S5), and
then emit another response (S6) in order to collect the reinforcer
(S7).

Responses which were emitted prior to the end of the required

three-sec pause reset the timer associated with S5.

Once scheduled,

reinforcement remained available until it was collected, or until
the 60-sec red component timer had timed-out.

If the latter event

occurred during reinforcement, the hopper presentation was not inter
rupted.

Rather, S.S. 2 was deactivated at the end of the reinforcement

period.

If the red component had not timed-out during the course of

reinforcement, the next VI started timing.

This procedure constitutes

variable-interval reinforcement for differentially-low rates of
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response, in a Tandem schedule of reinforcement (TAND VI, DRL).
The procedure for variable-interval reinforcement for differentially-high rates of responding (TAND VI, DRU) is described in
5.5. 3 of Figure 1.

When the green stimulus was turned on (S4 of

5.5. 1), an independent VI timer (S3) began timing.

After the interval

had timed-out (S4), the subject was required to emit three responses
within three sec in order to collect the reinforcer (S5).

There was

no specific pattern of responses required in this portion of the
contingency.

So long as three responses were emitted prior to the

elapse of the three-sec interval, reinforcement could be collected.
If the timing cycle in S4 ended first, and the green component was
still active, reinforcement was cancelled and a n e w VI started
timing.

If the green component terminated during this portion of the

procedure, reinforcement was cancelled and S.S. 3 was de-activated.
As was the case in the TAND VI, DRL procedure, reinforcement was not
interrupted if the component timed-out while the magazine was operated.
Testing. After 75 sessions with the multiple-pacing schedules
in effect, testing began.

On test days, five-sec response-indepen

dent food presentations were made during the dark-key periods.

Each

test lasted for one session,, and two tests were conducted at each
level of the independent variable (response-independent food pre
sentations per hour).

The order of presentation for the two values

of response-independent food presentation *?as:
and 60/hr.

60/hr, 360/hr, 360/hr,

A baseline recovery period of 10 days was allowed between

the first and second test sessions, a thirty-day period elapsed b e 
tween the second and third tests, and another ten-day period inter
vened between the third and last tests.
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RESULTS

The data collected for each session included the number of
responses which occurred during the dark-key period, and during
the red and green stimulus conditions, as well as the number of
scheduled and collected reinforcers for each component.
addition, IRTs were collected in 30 one-sec bins.

In

The 30th bin

was the "dump" bin and contained all IKTs greater than or equal
to 2 9 seconds.

The same data were collected for all test sessions,

w i t h the addition of the number of response-independent food
presentations during the dark—key periods.
The baseline performance data are contained in Table 2.

The

leftmost column indicates to which subject each of the five rows
of data corresponds, and the contingencies of reinforcement to
which that subjects was exposed.

The next column shows the number

of response-independent food presentations per hour, in the order
in which this variable was manipulated.
same for all subjects.

This information is the

The next four columns show the baseline

response and reinforcement rates for the DRL and DRH components.
These data were derived by averaging across the three baseline
sessions prior to each test session in which response-independent
food was delivered.

The next-to-last column indicates the propor

tion of total responses which occurred in the DRH component.

The

last column shows the proportion of total reinforcements collected
under the DRH condition.

These last two ratios yield values of

22
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Table II. Baseline performance data.
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0-50 if the response rates or reinforcement rates in the two schedule
components are equal.
Columns three and five show the individual, averaged, baseline
response rates for the DRL and DRH components respectively.

These

are the data from which those presented in column seven are derived.
Individual variations in response rates for the two schedule components
may be observed.

The means across pre-test baselines for individual

subjects were used for comparisons between test and pre-test sessions.
As with Nevin's (1974) study, the data in column seven suggest that
responding maintained under the DRH contingency occurred at higher
rates than that maintained by the DRL contingency.
Columns four and six, from which the data in the last column are
derived, show the obtained frequencies of reinforcement.

Note that

in some cases, especially for subjects 3 and 4, the averaged obtained
rates of reinforcement were well below the scheduled 20 and 60 per
hour.

Also, when the VI schedules were equated for reinforcment

frequency (subjects 3, 4, 7, and 8) there was a tendency toward
higher reinforcement rates associated with the DRH component.

The

data in the last column suggest that the proportionally higher rates
of response associated with the D R H component were relatively indepen
dent of reinforcement rates.
Figure 2 represents a second method of baseline assessment.
Inter-response time per opportunity (IRT/OFP) is shown as a function
of IRT in seconds.

Inter-response time per opportunity is a statistic

which estimates the probability of a response given the passage of
time since the previous response (Wilcoxin, 1949; Anger, 1956, 1973).
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Figure 2.

Inter-response time per opportunity as a function of
inter-response time in seconds.

Triangles indicate

9

the DRL component and circles indicate the DRH
component.

The legend above each column indicates

the VI schedules associated with each contingency
on response rate.
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The IRT/OPP statistic is calculated by dividing the number of IRTs of
a given duration by the number of opportunities.

In a sample of

responding, the number of opportunities for a response in a given
time period is the number of IRTs in that period plus the number
of longer IRTs.
Although the data were collected in 30 one-sec bins, the distri
butions were truncated at 10 sec, which seems appropriate since at
least 95% of the IRTs for each of the subjects are contained within
the first 10 one-sec bins.

The data corresponding to IRTs greater

than 10 sec (comprising the dump bin in this calculation) are excluded.
The divisor in the calculation of IRT/OPP gets smaller with each
successive calculation until the dump bin is reached.

The number

recorded in this counter is then divided by itself, and therefore
always yields a value of 1.0.
not plotted

Traditionally, this data point is

(Nevin, 1973).

The data in Figure 2 were derived by averaging the IRT distri
butions for individual subjects across the three baseline sessions
prior to the first presentation of response-independent food during
dark-key periods.

Under the TANK VI, DRL contingency, only responses

terminating IRTs greater than three sec were reinforced. The highest
probability of response, then, would be expected to occur at IRTs
greater than three seconds.

Under the TAND VI, DRH contingency, the

subject was required to emit three responses within three sec, in
order to collect a reinforcer.

The exact pattern of these responses

was not specified, and prediction of just where the distributions
should peak is, therefore, somewhat less clear.

The distributions

for these schedules should, however, peak at some value less than three
seconds.
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Examination of the data presented in Figure 2 shows differences
between the IRT/OPP distributions for responding maintained under the
TAND VI, DRL contingency and that maintained under Che TAND VI, DRH
contingency.

In all cases, the averaged probability of responding

with IRTs less than three sec is greater for the high-rate component
than for the low-rate component regardless of the reinforcement
frequencies arranged to satisfy either contingency.

Except for one

case, S6, the distributions for the low-rate component peak at IRTs
of three to four seconds.

The degree of difference between the two

distributions when viewed across subjects does not appear to be
totally independent of reinforcement frequency.

A comparison of

the distributions for subjects 3 and 4 (with the lowest overall
rates of reinforcement in the baseline condition) and subjects 7
and 8 (having the highest reinforcement rates) indicates some degree
of interaction between the rate contingency and reinforcement fre
quency.

The differences between the low- and high-rate distributions

are much more clearly defined for subjects 7 and 8.

Caution is

indicated for the acceptance of the data in Figure 2, however.
Examination of the computer programs showed that the latency of
the first response for each component was counted as an IRT.

It

is unclear what the effect of this error would be.
The test data are presented in three different formats, each
with response-independent food presentations per hour plotted on a
logarithmically spaced abscissa.

In all of the following figures,

logarithmic spacing is employed on the abscissa in order to collapse
the distance between 60 and 360 response-independent food presenta
tions per hour, thus allowing easier comparison of the data plotted
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at these points.
ordinate.

Figure 3 plots mean response rate on a linear

Figure 4 plots mean relative (to Baseline) response rate

on a linear ordinate, and Figure 5 plots mean response rate on a
three-cycle logarithmic ordinate.

For all of these figures, the

data representing the baseline condition are the averaged data for
the four, three-session baseline periods prior to each test.

Each

point at 60 or 360 response-independent food presentations per hour
is the mean of the two tests conducted at each level of the indepen
dent variable.
Figure 3 shows that, in all cases, baseline response rate under
the TAND VI, DRH contingency was greater than that maintained under
the TAND VI, DRL contingency.

The degree of difference under the

two rate contingencies, again, appears to be related to the obtained
frequency of reinforcement.

Comparison of the baselines for subjects

3 and 4 (lowest overall reinforcement rate) with those of subjects 7
and 8 (highest overall reinforcement rate) shows differences analogous
to those noted in connection with the IRT/OPP distributions of Figure
2.

In relation to Figure 2, it was noted that the differences between

the IRT/OPP distributions were more clearly defined for subjects 7 and
8 who obtained a higher overall reinforcement rate.

The differences

between response rates for these subjects are also more clearly defined
when compared with the data for subjects 3 and 4.
Visual and quantitative comparison of the slopes of the functions
depeicted in Figure 3 is difficult.

The low-rate functions are limited

as to how far they can fall (floor effect).

For this reason, response

rates during test sessions were expressed as proportions of the
baseline response rates for each component.

The resulting averaged
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Figure 3-

Mean response rate as a function of response-independent
food presentations per hour.

Triangles represent the

data for the DRL contingency and circles, the DRH
contingency.

The legends to the right indicate which

VI schedules were associated with each of the response
rate contingencies.
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proportions, which are termed relative response rates, are presented
for each subject as a function of response-independent food presenta
tions per hour in Figure 4.

The data presented in this figure are

derived from those depicted in Figure 3, and are in the format used
by Nevin (1974).

The data for subjects 1, 2, 5, and 6 replicate those

presented in Experiment V of Nevin's study.

The data for subjects 3,

4, 7, and 8 are the results of the additional conditions suggested by
Nevin (1974), for which the scheduled frequency of reinforcement for
the low- and high-rate contingencies were equated.
The clearest and most consistent differences appear in the data
for subjects 1 and 2, where the VI 1-min schedule of reinforcement
was placed in tandem with the DRL contingency, and the VI 3 min
schedule was placed in tandem with the DRH contingency.

Low response

rates are shown to be consistently superior to high response rates.
The data for the remaining subjects are less clear.

For the condition

in which the more dense schedule of reinforcement is associated with
the DRH contingency and the less dense schedule is placed in tandem
with the DRL contingency (subjects 5 and 6), there appears to be no
difference between relative response rates, except for subject 6 under
360 response-independent food presentations per hour.

Here, the low

response rate appears to be superior to the high response rate.
The data for subjects 3, 4, 7, and 8 show no consistent differences
between the relative response rates under the DRL and DRH contingencies.
For subjects 3 and 4, the two schedule components were equated for rein
forcement frequency using VI 3 min schedules, and for subjects 7 and 8,
VI 1 min schedules were employed in both components.

Under both of

these arrangements, there is no clear superiority of relative response
rates maintained by either the DRL or DRH contingency.
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Figure 4-

Mean relative response rate as a function of responseindependent food presentations per hour.
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In Figure 4, the observed baseline response rates are obscured by
the trasformation of the data to relative response rates.

Figure 5

represents an alternative plotting method which retains the response
rate information available from the ordinate of Figure 3 while providing
a comparison of slopes as in Figure 4.
Figure 5 plots mean response rate on a three-cycle logarithmically
spaced ordinate as a function of response-independent food presentations
per hour on a two-cyc±e logarithmically spaced abscissa-

Several

arguments can be made for the use of logarithmic spacing (cf. Nevin,
1977).

First, when response rate is transformed in this way, the

slope of the function may be used as a measure of response strength:
the greater the negative slope across the levels of the responseweakening operation, the more weakened is responding.

Second, with

the logarithmic transformation, the slope of the obtained function
remains invariant under any multiplicative transformation such as a
change of units or expression of the data relative to a baseline.
Third, the logarithmic transformation spreads out data for low response
rates, permitting estimation of slope differences which might otherwise
be obscured by floor effects.

Finally, Nevin (1977) cites the perva

siveness of linearity in log-transformed data in many areas of the
natural sciences (cf- Gaddums, 1945; Gonzalez & Byrd, 1977).

Comparison

of the slopes in Figure 5 are consistent with those comparisons made in
relation to Figure 4.
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Figure 5

Mean response rate as a function of responseindependent food presentations per hour,
plotted on log X log coordinates.
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DISCUSSION

The results of the present experiment support Nevin’s (1974,
1977) findings that reinforcement frequency is a strong determinant
of relative resistance to change, regardless of the observed base
line response rates-

However, Nevin's (1974) tentative conclusion,

that contingencies on response rate affect relative resistance to
change, is not confirmed by the present data.

The averaged results for

the subjects exposed to those conditions employed by Nevin (1974,
Exp. V) showed similar effects [compare the results for subjects
1, 2, 5 and 6 in Figure 4 with those of Nevin (1974), Figure 9],
However, when the schedule components were equated for reinforcement
frequency, as suggested by Nevin (1974), there were no consistent
differences between responding maintained under the TAND VI, DRL
and TAND VI, DRH conditions.

It is possible that the higher rates

of reinforcement observed in the TAND VI, DRH condition for subjects
3, 4, 7 and 8 increased the strength of the high-rate behavior relative
to the low-rate behavior, and that this counteracted the expected
greater strength under the TAND VI, DRL contingency.

This appears not

to be the case, however, since the differences between the relative
reinforcement rates for the two schedule components were generally
small.
Nevin (1974, 1977) has demonstrated that relative resistance to
change is a viable response measure which varies in a consistent
manner with various parameters of reinforcement (e.g. frequency and
delay).

To the extent that this is true, the associated concept of

response strength is supported as potentially useful.

The present

40
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study confirms Kevin's approach by demonstrating that relative
resistance to change varies with reinforcement frequency in the
expected manner.

The failure to support the suggestion that low

and high-rate requirements produce differences in resistence to
change, of course, in no way invalidates Kevin's approach to the
quantification of response strength; rather, the present findings
simply indicate that contingencies on response rate have no effect
on the the strength of response.
The general form of Herrnstein's equation describing the re
lationship between response rate in a given component of a multiple
schedule and the frequency of reinforcement for responding in that
component, relative to all other sources of reinforcement, was de
scribed in equation 3.

Equations 4 and 5 showed hoi? equation 3

could be modified to account for the conditions described

b y Nevin

(1974, Exp. 1), which were similar to those of the present study with
the exception that contingencies on response rate were not employed.
The formulation of the matching relation as described in equation
3 assumes a symmetrical multiple schedule in which two different
response alternatives have equal asymptotic rates (k) (This means that
any factor which might influence the ceiling on response rate affects
both response alternatives equally'.), that the interaction (m) is the
same whether the transition is from component one to component two,
or vice versa, and that reinforcements not under experimental control
(RQ ) affect both components equally.

Equation 3 predicts matching

of response rates to the relative frequency of reinforcement for each
component of a multiple schedule when the response forms (jc) are the
same, when the rule for alternation from one component to another and
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back (m) is the same, and when the extra-experimental reinforcements
(R0) are controlled.

Violations of any of these conditions will pro

duce deviations from matching which will complicate a given analysis,
but should not change its overall form (Herrnstein, 1970).

That is, a

given parameter may vary, but in the end it should be possible to
relate response rates for each component of a multiple schedule to
their associated relative reinforcement frequencies.
Shinp (1974) has criticized Herrnsteinfs formulation on the basis
that it neglects the role of differentially reinforced IRTs in
determining response rate.

According to this analysis, a failure to

obtain matching could result from the conditions which prevailed under
the baseline conditions of the present experiment.

For example, when

each component of a multiple schedule is associated with a similar
schedule of reinforcement, Herrnstein’s formulation predicts roughly
equal response rates in each of the components.

Two subjects (7 and 8)

in the present study were exposed to a condition in which the schedule
components were equated for reinforcement frequency using VI 1 min
schedules.

Different contingencies on the rate of response necessary

to collect reinforcement (DRL and DRH) were then placed in tandem with
the VI schedule requirements..

Under the usual MULT VI 1 min/VI 1 min

schedule, Herrnstain’s equation would predict approximately equal response
rates in the presence of the two stimuli associated with reinforcement.
With contingencies on response rate in effect, however, approximately
80% of the total responding occurred in the presence of the stimulus
associated with the DRH contingency.
Assuming that the quantities m and R 0 remain constant under cond
itions where there are contingencies on response rate, the value of k r
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which represents the asymptote of responding should differ appreciably
between the DRL and DRH components.

As an hypothetical example, con

sider the following in which no special contingencies on response
rate are in effect. Response rates (?i) are assumed to be equal between
the two components of a multiple schedule.

The parameters m = 0.5

and Ro = 3 reinforcements per hour were arbitrarily chosen, as were
the reinforcement rates (60/hr) for the two schedule components. The
value of k for the first component is derived:

(Ri + m(R2) + Ro)

(Pi)

%

(equation 6)

(60 + 0.5(60) + 3) (60)

60

(equation 7)

second component:
(R2 + m(R2 ) 4- R c) (P2>
= k2
r2

(equation 8)
(60 + 0.5(60) + 3) (60)
93
60
(equation 9)
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Now, when

represents a response rate of 20/min as the result of

the TAND VI, DRL contingency, and Eg represents a response rate of
60/nln under the TAND VI, DRH contingency the two values of k will
differ:
(60 + 0.5(60) + 3) (20)
= 31 = kL
60
(equation 10)
and:
(60 + 0.5(60) + 3) (60)
---------------------------

= 93 =kH

60

(equation 11)
Under the latter conditions, a matching relation would not obtain
since the values of the two parameters kL and kg differ.
While the failure to obtain matching under conditions where
specific IRTs are differentially reinforced poses a potential threat
to the generality of Herrnstein*s formulation, there is little to be
gained by discarding the notion that response rate is a function of
relative reinforcement frequency in multiple schedule in which a
third component consisted of a dark-key period which intervened between
schedule components.

During the baseline period, this latter period

was associated with extinction.

During testing, response-independent

food was presented during the dark-key period.

Equation 12 describes

the general relationship between responding in the first component of
this schedule and the relative rate of reinforcement:
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(equation 12)

The quantity x

represents the independent-variable, response-

independent food presentations per hour during the dark-key period.
As the value of the quantity x increases, and the other parameters
are held constant, the denominator of the equation grows larger,
thus resulting in smaller values of P]_.

As noted in the introduction,

the results obtained by Nevin were in close accord with those predicted.
Although the generality of H e r m s t e i n ’s formulation is threatened
when response rates differ despite equal reinforcement rates in the
different components of a multiple schedule, it is still reasonable
to assume that response rate during sessions with response-independent
food can be related to the relative frequencies of reinforcement
during baseline sessions.

In other words, the empirical relation

between response rate and relative rate of reinforcement, although
complicated, should still hold.

By using the obtained values for

the various parameters, it should be possible to estimate the
obtained response rates under the different values of response-inde
pendent food presentation for the DRL component:

PLX

(equation 13)
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and for the DRH component:

kH %
pHx "

Rg +
••

2

(equation 14)

The quantities P j.^-

and Pg^. represent the predicted response rates

for the DRL and DRH components, respectively, under the scheduled
rates of response-independent food delivery (x).

The quantity x

was assigned the values of 60 or 360 response-independent food
presentations per hour.
The analysis proceeded by two methods.
the values for the parameters

In the first method,

and kg were derived:

(equation 15)
and:

(equation 16)
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The quantities P l , Pr and RL and %

took the values of the observed

baseline response and reinforcement rates, respectively, for each
subject.

The variables m = 0.5 and R 0 = 3 reinforcements per hour

were retained from Nevin’s original equation in H e r m s t e i n (1970).
It was assumed that the rule for component alternation (m) and the
sources of uncontrolled reinforcement (Rg) were approximately
equivalent to the present conditions.
the value of zero, since there

The quantity x. was assigned

were no response-independent food

presentations during the dark-key period under baseline conditions.
In the second method for establishing the values of P Lx and
^Hx, the obtained mean baseline response rates for the DRL ( P ^
and DRH (?H ) components were substituted for the parameters kL and
kg in equations 13 and 14 respectively.

It was assumed that these

measures would provide an adequate base from which to estimate
response rate changes attributable to variations in the parameter x.
In o der to differentiate between the predictions made when the para
meter k was used in equations 13 and 14, and when the baseline response
rates were substituted for the parameter k.,. a third subscript for the
variable _? is added.

For example, P^xk. designates the predicted rate

for the DRL component under the x value of response-independent food
presentation, when k^ was used as the estimator of asymptotic response
rate.

Similarly, Pjjcp

designates the predicted response rate for

the same component when the baseline response rate was used as a base
from which to estimate response rate during sessions.,with..responseindependent food.
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Table 3 lists the data relevant rates for sessions in which
response-predicted and obtained response rates for sessions in which
response-independent food was presented as shown.
to right,

Reading from left

the first column shows the subject’s numbers.

labelled x ,

Column 2,

lists the value of response-independent food presentation

to which each row of data corresponds.

Columns 3 and 4 list the

obtained mean baseline response rates for the DRL (P^) and DRH (Pg)
respectively.

Columns 5 and 6 list the values of

equations 15 and 16.

and kg in

The data listed in columns 7 and 8 represent

the predicted.response rates for sessions with response-independent
food when Pl and Pg were substituted for the parameters ^
equations 13 and 14.

and k^ in

These are the rates predicted when the baseline

response rates are used as a base from which to estimate the outcome
of the manipulation.

Columns 9 and 10 represent the precited rates

as derived in equations 13 and 14.

The final two columns show the

obtained response rates for the DRL (1*lx obt' an<*
components, respectively.

(P^v 0bt)

The relationships between the predicted

and obtained outcomes are plotted in Figure 6.
Figure 6 represents the correlations between predicted (abscissa)
and obtained (ordinate) mean response rates during sessions with
response-independent food presentations.

The top panel shows the

results when the values of kL and kg are estimated from the baseline
data using equations 15 and 16 and these values are introduced into
equations 13 and 14.

The bottom panel shows the results when the

baseline response rates, P l and Pg are substituted for the parameters
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Table III.

Predicted and obtained outcomes
for the response-independent food
- manipulations.
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Figure 6.

Correlations between predicted
and obtained response rates.
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k^ and k^ in equations 13 and 14.

It should be noted at this point

that the two panel of Figure 6 do not represent matching functions
in the usual sense.
Under both methods,
correlated (Top panel:

the predicted and obtained means are well
r = 0.7112, S.E. = 12.44; Bottom panel:

r = 0.7978, S.E. = 11.25).

The solid diagonal represents perfect

correlation between predicted and obtained outcomes (obtained =
predicted).
equation.

The broken line represents the least-squares regression
This line represents the central trend in the data.

The

least-squares regression line may be thought of as a kind of moving
average which describes the central tendency of the bivariate
correlation distribution in much the same way as the mean describes
the central tendency of the usual univariate distribution.

Dis

placement of the least-squares line to the right of the solid
diagonal represents cases in which the predicted mean was greater
than the obtained mean.

Points which fall to the left of the solid

diagonal line represent cases in which the predicted mean was less
than the obtained mean.

These are cases of underestimation.

The

differences in the slopes of the regression lines between the two
panels indicate differences in the degree of overestimation which
might be expected as response rate increases.

In the top panel,

there is a greater tendency toward overestimation at higher response
rates, while in the lower panel,

the slope of the least-squares line

suggests consistency of estimation across response rates.

The

regression lines indicate the best predictions for future manipu
lations of the independent variable with this sample of subjects.
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It appears that the use of the obtained baseline response rates
(P^ and Pg) as substitutes for the parameters

and kg leads to

more reliable predictions of response rates for the DRL and DRH
components during sessions with response-independent food.

From

the outset, however, it should be noted that the present analysis
was accomplished after the fact, and that further tests should be
conducted in order to verify the reliability of the predictions.
The difference between the correlation coefficients suggests
.that, when P^ and Pg are substituted for the parameters kL and kg
in equations 13 and 14, the prediction of rates under the different
values of response-independent food presentation is more accurate.
This, however, is a weak conclusion at best, since only two levels
of the independent variable were employed in the present study.
The effects of the smaller value of the independent variable (60
response-independent food presentations per hour) were minimal,
while the effects of the larger value (360 presentations per hour)
were maximal.

The area in between these two values has been

neglected in the present analysis.

Also, since response rates

approached zero under the larger value of the independent variable,
there was a decreased likelihood that predicted and obtained response
rates would differ from each other.

This problem (floor effect)

would be alleviated using the logarithmic transformation.

As this

was the case, a high correlation between the two measures (predicted
and obtained response rates) would be expected.
Another factor should be taken into account when considering
the method used to predict the values of PL x and Pg v .

In the
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present analysis, it was assumed that the values of the parameters '
m = 0.5 and RQ = 3 reinforcements/hr provided adequate descriptions
of the conditions which prevailed in the present experiment.

It is

possible that the rule for component alternation, represented by the
parameter m, is not the same as for the conditions reported in
H e r m s t e i n (1970).

In the case of Kevin’s (unpublished, 1974,

Exp. 1) experiment, VI schedule components alternated irregularly
with dark-key periods intervening, while in the present study, the
schedule components alternated on a regular basis.

Additionally,

there were no explicit contingencies on response rate employed in
Nevin’s (1974) first experiment.

It is possible that either of

these conditions might affect the degree of interaction between
schedule components.
The second parameter held constant between the DHL and DRH
components was R0 = 3 reinforcements/hr.

An argument can be made

that the value of R Q differed between the two conditions.

The

parameter R Q represents uncontrolled sources of reinforcement in
the environment.

The consequences of other behaviors, for example

preening in the pigeon, amy also possess reinforcing properties
which may compete with the experimenter-programmed sources of
reinforcement for the control of behavior.

H e r m s t e i n (1974) has

discussed the relationship between RQ and the parameter k at some
length, at least for the concurrent schedule case.

The parameter

k represents asymptotic response rate, that is, the rate which
would theoretically be observed were there no other sources of rein
forcement acting upon behavior other than those programmed by the
experimenter, acting upon a particular subject at a particular timeThe difference between k and the observed response rate, P^,
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represents those responses unver the control of RQ when m = 1.0.

The

value of P Q is couched in terms of peck-units, while that of R0 is in
terms of reinforcements/hr.

The fitting of these two quantities into

conventional units, although arbitrary, provides a means of concep
tualizing extra-experimental reinforcement which controls behaviors
other than the response in question.
The question arises as to whether RQ , and therefore, P 0 are equal
tinder the DRL and DRH conditions.

In the DRH component, it was

necessary for subjects to respond at a fairly high and steady rate
in order to collect reinforcement.

The T M D VI, DRH contingency was

such that, once the V I timer had timed-out, three pecks had to occur
within three seconds, or reinforcement was cancelled.
reinforcement can be considered punishing,

If the loss of

then it might be said that

there was little possibility of uncontrolled, and probably relatively
weak,' reinforcement for behaviors other than key-pecking under these
conditions.

Thus, the value of R 0 under the DRH condition may have

been somewhat smaller than three reinforcements per hour.
The situation under the LAND VI, DRL condition was, however,
quite different-

This contingency specified that, once the VI timer

had timed-out, a response, followed b y an IRT of at least three sec
and a second response, had to occur in order to collect reinforcement.
Uncollected reinforcements were not cancelled until the end of a
schedule component.

Under these conditions, it would appear that

there is ample opportunity for the reinforcement of behaviors other
than key-pecking, from sources other than those explicitly programmed
by the experimenter.
three sec,

In addition to reinforcing IRTs greater than

the schedule allows more time for extra-experimental
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reinforcement to occur.

Thus, it might be said, that the quantity

R q is greater under the DRL condition than the assumed three rein
forcements per hour.
made however:

A more parsimonious counter-argument can be

It should be noted that it would indeed be difficult

to separate the effects of reinforcement for behaviors which occur
during the three sec IRT which can be attributed to programmed
reinforcement, from those which may be attributed to the hypothetical
reinforcers subsumed under RQ .

In light of this notion, it is almost

impossible to say- whether or not RQ should differ between the DRL
and DRH components, or whether it is even necessary to consider R q
as a theoretical construct.

If one can assume that the programmed

reinforcers control behavior within the IRT, which seems reasonable
in light of Staddon’s (1977, 1979) work, then it is not necessary to
postulate Rq .

If this quantity can be done away with, then k = P,

and the observed baseline response rates, P^ and P ^ in the present
analysis, provide the best base from which to estimate the changes
in response rate which occur as the results of the introduction of
response-independent food.
In assessing Shimp’s (1974) argument against Herrnstein's
formulation, deVilliers (1977) has offered several considerations
which should be taken into account.

First, while numerous studies

have shown that animal behavior is sensitive to the differential
reinforcement of IRTs, the extension of this analysis to normal VT
schedules is unclear at present.

On VI schedules with a constant

probability of reinforcement over time, the differential reinforcement
of IRTs is minimal unless the subject has a propensity to emit IRTs
of a particular duration.

Since pigeons appear to have a tendency
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to emit IRTs of about 0.3 to 0.5 sec duration (Blough, 1963) those
IRTs may be differentially reinforced.

However, such an effect has

not been conclusively demonstrated.
Second, Shimp (1974) employed a synthetic VI schedule which may
have involved important differences from the usual VI.

In his

procedure, the same 10 IRT classes were reinforced equally often
at all VI values.

If differential reinforcement of IRTs takes place

under the more normal VI schedule, different VI schedules should
differentially reinforce different IRTs.

Finally, there seems to

be no way to extend Shimp's analysis to the data on other measures
of responding (e.g., latency or running speed in a maze) which can
be accounted for using H e r m s t e i n ' s formulation.

These criticisms,

taken together with the present data supporting the empirical
relation between response rates and relative reinforcement frequencies
suggest that abandonment of H e r m s t e i n ' s formulation would be
premature.
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